
Men's ski jacket 4F-MENS SKI JACKET KUMN010-33S-BLUE

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
S 778145 5903609285388 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 289.99 € s DPH

Description

Men's jacket brand 4F. In addition to the modern design, the ski jacket also has excellent functional properties that
every skier or winter lover will appreciate. The jacket stands out with a DERMIZAX® membrane with a water column
of up to 20,000 mm. It is intended for professionals who are looking for maximum protection in any weather,
especially during winter activities. These are mainly activities that require very good insulation from cold, wind and
snow. The branded jacket is made of highly functional material from the Japanese company Toray®. The back of
the 4F jacket is lined with black silver mesh, which, together with the polyester filling, ensures sufficient thermal
insulation, while maintaining an optimal ratio of warmth and weight.

The ski windbreaker has a removable and adjustable hood, which will also provide protection in adverse conditions.
It closes with a YKK zip with chin protection, which is covered with an internal windproof placket that protects
against excessive heat loss. The winter jacket has taped seams in the most critical places. The advantage of the
blue men's jacket is the adjustable Velcro cuffs, which can be customized by everyone. The inner cuffs with thumb
holes in turn provide excellent insulation against the cold. A snow belt with snaps is a matter of course. The men's
windbreaker also stands out because it has a TeflonShield+ coating, which guarantees greater resistance to dirt.
You can also regulate your thermoregulation using the zippered ventilation holes in the armpits. The winter jacket
has one inner pocket and four outer pockets. An interesting addition are the silicone projections on the shoulders,
which make it easier to carry the skis.

Product details:

men's ski jacket
functional material
modern color design
designed for professionals looking for maximum protection in all weather conditions
DERMIZAX® membrane
warm polyester filling
back lined with black silver mesh
removable and adjustable hood
YKK zipper closure with chin protection
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inner protective layer against the wind
taped seams
inner cuffs with thumb holes
outer cuffs with velcro
snow belt with snaps
Teflon coating TeflonShield+ against dirt
zipper ventilation holes in the armpits
inner pocket
four outer pockets
silicone protrusions on the shoulders that make it easier to carry skis
breathability: 10,000 g/m2/24h
water resistance: 20,000mm
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